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Fragmentation: in pursuit of the whole 

 

Would I describe any of my drawings as fragmentary? Perhaps it would be helpful to ask first: 

what would it mean for any of them to be whole? 

 

I turn the question around because my own focus is on drawing as a means of representation 

or transcription. I believe that drawings made for this purpose are always fragmentary 

because they can only ever be selections or snatches of what was ‘out there’.  Where my 

drawings are complete or whole, it is in the sense of being a record of the process of drawing 

itself – as a summation of my thoughts, my decisions, my hand. Rather tautologically, the 

drawing is whole only in relation to the drawing of itself.  

 

But is there a further way in which these drawings can reveal something whole? Can 

drawings that dissect small parts of an experience disclose more about it overall? To explore 

these ideas further, I want to talk about two sets of drawings I’ve made in the past three 

years. The first is a series of drawings of bird flights called What the world becomes and the 

second is a work still in progress called The distance travelled by foot, travelled by hand, 

which is a record of a 6.6km walk.  

 

These drawings are fragmentary in two senses – firstly in that they are both made up of parts 

in series, and secondly in that they fail to convey the entirety of the experience to which they 

refer. I am using fragments in the sense of  ‘the remains of an otherwise destroyed whole’ 

where the whole was the event or experience and the drawings are the remains.  

 

Leonardo’s window 

‘On the way to represent a scene correctly 
 
Take a piece of glass […] and fix it well in front of your eyes, that is between your eye 
and the object that you wish to portray […] fasten your head by means of an 
instrument in such a way as to prevent any movement of it whatsoever. Then close or 
cover up one eye and […] mark out on the glass what is visible beyond it.’  
 
Leonardo da Vinci  (MacCurdy 1956:235) 
 

What the world becomes (Figs 1 & 2) is a sequence of drawings made on windows 

over the course of a day. The flight paths of passing birds were traced from and on 

13 different panes for 10 minutes an hour between 08.00hrs and 20.10hrs on 18 

May 2006. 
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Fig 1: What the world becomes, Gabrielle Hoad, 2006. Installation view, dimensions variable. 
 

Fig 2: What the world becomes, Gabrielle Hoad, 2006. Detail. 

 

My notes record how I was trying to remove the distance between eye and hand, to make 

closer the relationship between drawing and its referent. ‘My drawing surface is vertical, 

pointed at the sky. I don’t observe and then look away to my paper; I trace directly the mark I 

want. I aim to follow the path of the bird as it is made with my drawing implement.’ 
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The result is that the transparent plane of the window marks the point where the birds' 

drawings in space become my drawings of space. In other words, where the three-

dimensional and fleeting becomes the two-dimensional and fixed.  

 

However, as anyone who has practised representational drawing will know, this process is not 

as straightforward as it first appears. I stopped short of following Leonardo’s instruction to 

place my head in a vice (this remains an experiment for another day!) so it quickly became 

clear that a human body in natural movement has no such thing as single-point perspective. 

Thus I struggled with the idea of an ‘objective’ record and become personally present in my 

drawings…with my two eyes and wobbly head.   

 

Looking at my own notes again: ‘Strange looping marks, especially from a gull at the 

top of the window. Is this the bird countering the wind or some invention of my mind 

from body or eye movement?’  As I tried to fix the slippery world on a flat surface, the 

drawings showed me what Cézanne had taught me (but my common sense still 

constantly denies) – not only do things not have fixed edges in relation to the 

observer, they don’t even appear to have fixed positions. My gaze may feel steady 

and coherent, but it is made up of separate viewpoints – fragments even. 

 

Another feature of these drawings in relation to fragmentation is the way in which they sample 

a whole day’s possible observations. They are 10-minute snapshots of a sky that was 

constantly busy with birds.  Had I drawn every flight path that happened each hour, the 

windows would have been so full of marks as to be incoherent. Thus these ‘fragments’ may 

contain more useful information than the whole.  

 

The map is not the territory 

 

‘...In that Empire, the craft of Cartography attained such Perfection that the Map of a 
Single province covered the space of an entire City, and the Map of the Empire itself 
an entire Province. In the course of Time, these Extensive maps were found 
somehow wanting, and so the College of Cartographers evolved a Map of the Empire 
that was of the same Scale as the Empire and that coincided with it point for point. 
Less attentive to the Study of Cartography, succeeding Generations came to judge a 
map of such Magnitude cumbersome, and, not without Irreverence, they abandoned 
it to the Rigours of sun and Rain. In the western Deserts, tattered Fragments of the 
Map are still to be found, Sheltering an occasional Beast or beggar; in the 
whole Nation, no other relic is left of the Discipline of Geography.’ 
 

Jorge Luis Borges (1975) 

 

At the time of writing, I have completed about two kilometres of what will be a 6.6km drawing: 

The distance travelled by foot, travelled by hand (Figs 3 & 4). It’s an attempt to tie together, as 
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closely as possible, the experience of a riverside walk and the process of remembering it later 

in the studio.  

 

The walk was measured by pedometer and the same distance is now being recreated by 

drawing a continuous line between two markers 50cm apart. I could have followed the 

example of Richard Long in A Line the Length of a Straight Walk from the Bottom to the Top 

of Silbury Hill, which consisted of a spiral of muddy footsteps on a gallery floor. Instead I 

chose a slower method more akin to writing: I am drawing a fine, condensed pencil line on 

paper.  

Fig 3: The distance travelled by foot, travelled by hand, Gabrielle Hoad, 2008. Work in progress. 
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Fig 4: The distance travelled by foot, travelled by hand (River Bovey Walk)  #9, 1880m – 2135m,  
Gabrielle Hoad, 2009. Pencil on paper, 70cm x 90cm. 

 
I have recreated the walk in sections. Each section covers approximately 250 metres (of the 

total 6643 metres) and takes about ten hours to complete; the walk itself took about 90 

minutes. Yet the enormous difference in pace and duration belies the similarities between the 

two events. As I draw, I am constantly reminded of the process of walking. The drawing is 

repetitive, rhythmic, meditative. It slows my mind and allows it to wander. Both events are 

about my body moving through space. The paper, like the landscape, has a terrain which the 

pencil has to accommodate – sometimes it slows its progress, sometimes it throws it off the 

intended path.  

 

These are not straight lines (the shortest route between two points), they meander, so the 

drawing can’t be accurately measured. But then how accurate was the pedometer? Although 

this method promises objectivity, in practice it exposes the impossibility of exact 

measurement or transcription. Instead, it represents the walk in a more unexpected way. 

Those small wobbles of my hand that disturb the precise measure begin to form ripples that 

recall the flow of water, the strata of rocks and the grain of wood. 
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Closing thoughts: all that remains 

Both sets of drawings work in sequence, suggesting both continuity (an ongoing process) and 

discontinuity (50 minutes an hour is unaccounted for, the 6.6km line is broken). The points of 

fracture are pre-ordained by the rules governing their making. I have chosen processes that 

allow me to be exact about small parts of the experience of observing birds or taking a walk.   

 

The drawings are also fragmentary in the sense of being abstracted from the lived 

experience. All represent movement through space and time as lines on flat surfaces.  In 

What the world becomes, I made the drawings in real time as the observation of the bird flight 

happened.  In The distance travelled by foot, travelled by hand, I reconstructed movement at 

a later time, substituting the motions of walking with the motions of drawing.   

 

Both are faithful to their subject matter, yet contain relatively little information that conveys this 

faithfulness. What the world becomes includes observations about scale in drawing.  It 

recognises how things appear smaller at a distance and how a flight of hundreds of metres 

can be reduced to a squiggle of a few centimetres. Yet these observations are not always 

understood because the images in themselves contain very little illusory depth. (Indeed, in 

some viewers’ eyes, bird flight might be evoked more ‘realistically’ if I were to allow myself to 

invent qualities for the lines: for example by manipulating their weight or introducing different 

colours.) The distance travelled by foot, travelled by hand is a dogged recreation of distance 

but ultimately says less about place than a scale map. It offers no symbolic representations of 

features in the landscape, nor indications of their relative positions. This could be 6.6km 

walked anywhere.  In both cases, the determination to transcribe rather than describe has in 

some ways diminished the meaning of the resulting images. 

 

Where the process becomes more intriguing is the way in which the whole reasserts itself in 

the fragments. By this, I mean the way that the subject matter I try to push to the background 

(myself in What the world becomes and nature in The distance travelled by foot, travelled by 

hand) almost overwrites the subject matter that I seek to push to the fore (the exact flight 

paths of birds, the precise length of the walk). 

 

In What the world becomes, I reduced the gap between hand and eye by tracing my line from 

life. Yet the attempt to excise memory, gesture and decision-making from the image-making 

served only to highlight my personal presence in the drawings. These are not drawings about 

the flights of birds so much as drawings about my hand and eye movements as they follow 

flying birds. As Merleau-Ponty observed: ‘The thing is inseparable from a person perceiving it, 

and can never be actually in itself […] because it stands at the other end of our gaze or at the 

terminus of a sensory exploration which invests it with humanity.’ (2005: 373)  
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In The distance travelled by foot, travelled by hand, I accepted my personal presence. I made 

the walk and have been re-creating it in the simplest way possible, as my body moving on a 

route between two points. I sought to exclude the visual experiences of landscape: trees, 

water and rocks. Yet this process seems to have made the drawings more descriptive of 

nature, not only at a surface level (rippling patterns) but also at a deeper, mathematical level.  

By repeating a simple process (‘follow the contour of the previous line as closely as possible’), 

I generate complex results. Instead of creating a uniform set of straight lines, the process 

leads to errors becoming magnified, then cancelling each other out again. One can see 

analogous processes enacted in nature – in water flowing past rocks, for example.  

 

I tried to remove myself from the process of recording bird flights, only to discover the 

drawings were more representative of me, the observer, than the thing I observed.  In the 

case of The distance travelled by foot, travelled by hand, the re-imposition of the terrain may 

be more accidental.  After all, repeating the exercise in an urban context would still result in 

‘watery’ or ‘woody’ patterns. Nonetheless, it was an unexpected and interesting outcome. 

 

These sets of drawings are ‘the remains of an otherwise destroyed whole’. By distilling the 

drawing process and by systematising much of the decision-making, I seem to be selecting 

what the drawing can communicate. Yet the subject matter that finds its way back in suggests 

that some fragments have an almost holographic ability to contain the whole within their parts. 
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